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Dopo "Chimica Cheppalle", il nostro primo successone su Amazon, rieccoci qua con un altro centinaio di pagine di autentico sollazzo a base di chimica. Lasciateci indovinare: mi sa che adesso avete iniziato
a studiare la chimica organica e magari pure la biochimica. Niente paura! Anche stavolta abbiamo scritto per voi un libro di scuola tutto diverso. Per tentare di superarci, i legami chimici li abbiamo spiegati
con una cenetta romantica, il concetto di isomeria con Peppa Pig - anzi con Cheppa Pig, le aldeidi con lo Chanel N. 5, i lipidi coi tifosi dell'Inter, i peptidi con Minecraft, e il ripasso finale della nomenclatura
organica è rigorosamente svolto sulla formula chimica del Viagra. Insomma: questo libro è diverso. Parecchio.Al solito, consideratelo come un posticino tranquillo e sicuro dove rifugiarvi dopo aver litigato col
libro di testo 'serio' che vi hanno costretto a comprare i vostri professori di chimica. Il programma sarà più o meno lo stesso. Le cose da sapere ci saranno (quasi) tutte. Quello che cambierà sarà la maniera di
raccontarvele, con l'intenzione spudorata di rendere meno palloso lo studio della chimica a scuola. O magari di farvela piacere proprio.Stavolta appagherete i vostri sensi con sei indimenticabili capitoli che
abbracciano l'intero programma scolastico di chimica organica e biochimica per le superiori: cominceremo con uno spassoso ripassino della chimica degli scorsi quadrimestri, indispensabile per poterci tuffare
allegramente sui legami dell'atomo di carbonio, assimilare in scioltezza i gioiosi concetti di isomeria e di gruppo funzionale, ed affrontare col sorriso sulle labbra la nomenclatura delle molecole organiche più
sbarazzine e le loro principali reazioni chimiche. Per finire in bellezza ricopriremo poi il tutto con una spruzzatina di biochimica.Buon divert... cioè... buona lettura!Raffaella & Stefano -> www.cheppalle.it
SUPERANNO This is the first-ever book to present psychedelic culture in its full complexity and range. Out of a colorful history that spans 3,500 years, emerges a philosophy and way of life that is dazzling
and rich. Psychedelia's creative, visionary presence in art, rock music and pop culture is thoroughly examined, highlighting many unique and at times unknown works and traditions, from William Blake to
Philip K. Dick, from Haight-Ashbury to the beaches of Goa. Original.
Ebbene sì. Eccoci di nuovo qua!Nonostante stavolta la Mission fosse veramente Impossible, siamo riusciti a scrivere il seguito di Chimica Cheppalle, il nostro primissimo successone, che rimane dal 2015
granitico e stupefacente PRIMO nella classifica dei libri di chimica più venduti su Amazon. Per cercare di ringraziarvi abbiamo cercato di stupirvi ancora. In Chimica Cheppalle Due spieghiamo i numeri
quantici coi biglietti del concerto di Benji & Fede e la teoria degli orbitali con l'albero di Natale cinese. Il capitolo sui legami chimici - come dire - assume una cinquantina di sfumature differenti - mentre in
quello sugli equilibri chimici ci trastulliamo coi Minion e la vodka, esaminando l'undicesima stagione di The Big Bang Theory alla luce del principio di Le Chatelier e ricorrendo a Bob Marley per analizzare le
principali teorie sugli acidi e basi. Sempre tentando in tutti i modi di nominare il più possibile lo stronzio, anche a sproposito. Stronzio.Insomma, anche questo non è il solito libro di chimica. Al solito,
consideratelo come un posticino sicuro, dove rifugiarvi dopo avere litigato col libro di testo serio che vi hanno costretto a comprare i vostri professori di chimica. Il programma sarà più o meno lo stesso. Le
cose da sapere ci saranno (quasi) tutte. Quello che cambierà sarà la maniera di raccontarvele, con l'intenzione di rendere meno palloso lo studio della chimica a scuola. O magari di farvela piacere proprio.
Eccovi il programma degli ultimi anni: cinque meravigliosi capitoli sui numeri quantici, gli orbitali atomici, il legami, la nomenclatura (no dai, non è vero), gli equilibri chimici, gli acidi, le basi ed il pH. Buon
divert... cioè, insomma... buona lettura!Raffaella & Stefano -> www.cheppalle.it
Mesmerized and somewhat unnerved by his 97-year-old father's vitality and optimism, David Shields undertakes an original investigation of our flesh-and-blood existence, our mortal being.Weaving together
personal anecdote, biological fact, philosophical doubt, cultural criticism, and the wisdom of an eclectic range of writers and thinkers—from Lucretius to Woody Allen—Shields expertly renders both a hilarious
family portrait and a truly resonant meditation on mortality.The Thing About Life provokes us to contemplate the brevity and radiance of our own sojourn on earth and challenges us to rearrange our thinking in
crucial and unexpected ways.
Euclid was a mathematician from the Greek city of Alexandria who lived during the 4th and 3rd century B.C. and is often referred to as the "father of geometry." Within his foundational treatise "Elements,"
Euclid presents the results of earlier mathematicians and includes many of his own theories in a systematic, concise book that utilized a brief set of axioms and meticulous proofs to solidify his deductions. In
addition to its easily referenced geometry, "Elements" also includes number theory and other mathematical considerations. For centuries, this work was a primary textbook of mathematics, containing the only
framework for geometry known by mathematicians until the development of "non-Euclidian" geometry in the late 19th century. The extent to which Euclid's "Elements" is of his own original authorship or
borrowed from previous scholars is unknown, however despite this fact it was his collation of these basic mathematical principles for which most of the world would come to the study of geometry. Today,
Euclid's "Elements" is acknowledged as one of the most influential mathematical texts in history. This volume includes all thirteen books of Euclid's "Elements," is printed on premium acid-free paper, and
follows the translation of Thomas Heath.
When the last vestiges of his childhood are taken from him, Zerocalcare discovers unsuspected secrets about his family. Torn between the soothing numbness of the innocence of youth and the impossibility
to elude society's ever expanding control over people's lives, he'll have to understand where he really comes from, before he understands where he is going.
Succeed in chemistry with the clear explanations, problem-solving strategies, and dynamic study tools of CHEMISTRY & CHEMICAL REACTIVITY, 9e. Combining thorough instruction with the powerful
multimedia tools you need to develop a deeper understanding of general chemistry concepts, the text emphasizes the visual nature of chemistry, illustrating the close interrelationship of the macroscopic,
symbolic, and particulate levels of chemistry. The art program illustrates each of these levels in engaging detail--and is fully integrated with key media components. In addition access to OWLv2 may be
purchased separately or at a special price if packaged with this text. OWLv2 is an online homework and tutorial system that helps you maximize your study time and improve your success in the course.
OWLv2 includes an interactive eBook, as well as hundreds of guided simulations, animations, and video clips. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Il commissario di polizia di New York Lawrence Brock non perde occasione di far parlare di sé. Contravvenendo a qualsiasi procedura, decide di partecipare in prima persona all’arresto di un gruppo di
potenziali terroristi, che si conclude con una spettacolare sparatoria. Il successo dell’operazione e il supporto del sindaco della città gli permettono di diventare il responsabile dell’antiterrorismo degli Stati
Uniti. Prima che la nomina venga ufficializzata però A.J. Ross, caparbio giornalista d’assalto, è determinato a svelare gli scheletri nell’armadio che Brock nasconde così bene. Ross trova un inaspettato
alleato in Frank Bishop, un investigatore privato impulsivo e un po’ sbruffone, appena assunto dalla famiglia dell’unico terrorista sopravvissuto al raid per dimostrare la sua innocenza. A.J. e Bishop si odiano
a prima vista, ma dovranno imparare in fretta a lavorare insieme se vogliono smascherare gli intrighi del commissario.
“The Confessions of Catherine de Medici is a dramatic, epic novel of an all-too-human woman whose strength and passion propelled her into the center of grand events. Meticulously-researched, this
engrossing novel offers a fresh portrait of a queen who has too often been portrayed as a villain. Bravo Mr. Gortner!”—Sandra Gulland, author of The Josephine B Trilogy and Mistress of the Sun The truth is,
not one of us is innocent. We all have sins to confess. So reveals Catherine de Medici, the last legitimate descendant of her family’s illustrious line. Expelled from her native Florence, Catherine is betrothed
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to Henri, son of François I of France. In an unfamiliar realm, Catherine strives to create a role for herself through her patronage of the famous clairvoyant Nostradamus and her own innate gift as a seer. But in
her fortieth year, Catherine is widowed, left alone with six young children in a kingdom torn apart by the ambitions of a treacherous nobility. Relying on her tenacity, wit, and uncanny gift for compromise,
Catherine seizes power, intent on securing the throne for her sons, unaware that if she is to save France, she may have to sacrifice her ideals, her reputation, and the secret of her embattled heart. BONUS:
This edition contains a The Confessions of Catherine de Medici discussion guide and an excerpt from C.W. Gortner's The Queen's Vow. Praise for The Confessions of Catherine de Medici “Alison Weir and
Philippa Gregory fans will devour this.”—Booklist “Highly recommended . . . a compelling and fascinating view of Catherine’s life and world.”—Historical Novels Review “Remarkably thoughtful in its insight
into an unapologetically ruthless queen.”—Publishers Weekly “A fresh, well-researched and powerful portrait.”—RT Book Reviews
Atlas of Shiatsu presents clear, detailed descriptions of the twelve main meridians used in Shiatsu practice. The study of the meridians is a difficult aspect of Shiatsu training and this highly-illustrated atlas
explains and illustrates their positions within the body. The description of each meridian is supported by 15-30 illustrations. Clear and detailed descriptions of each of the twelve main meridians used in Shiatsu
practice Highly illustrated, with 15-30 illustrations supporting the description of each meridian Attractively designed The first atlas of shiatsu
Mario: un autore, un fotografo, un precario, un tifoso, un padre, un uomo. Un uomo testardo, la cui caparbietà pervade il racconto, rendendolo a tratti martellante. Uno pseudo-diario in cui, tra una notte
insonne e un cocktail di pillole, si intravedono scorci di un peregrinare per l’Italia, inseguendo una cura. Di tanto in tanto Mario incrocia lo sguardo di personaggi che lo distolgono dalla sua eterna battaglia
contro i cosiddetti “globocrati”, per riportarlo ad una scomoda realtà dove, in effetti, “la comodità” può alleviare ben poco la sua condizione di cavia. A questa battaglia si aggiunge quindi un’altra lotta, contro
una malattia dal nome non semplice, che complica ancor di più le sue giornate già affannose e i rapporti con chi lo circonda. Un reportage accurato, intriso di sudore cortisonico e musica malinconica; un
racconto dettato dai tempi della malattia, spesso estenuanti, e dai tratti spesso ruvidi; tuttavia in esso traspare tutto l’amore di un uomo che si sente ancora figlio, ma che non vuole smettere d’esser padre.
Burns specific Laboratory Manual--by him-- to accompany his texts FUNDAMENTS OF CHEMISTRY AND ESSENTIALS OF CHEMISTRY.
In his critically acclaimed new novel, Tim Gautreaux fashions a classic and unforgettable tale of two brothers struggling in a hostile world. In a lumber camp in the Louisiana cypress forest, a world of mud and
stifling heat where men labor under back-breaking conditions, the Aldridge brothers try to repair a broken bond. Randolph Aldridge is the mill’s manager, sent by his father—the mill owner—to reform both the
damaged mill and his damaged older brother. Byron Aldridge is the mill's lawman, a shell-shocked World War I veteran given to stunned silences and sudden explosions of violence that make him a mystery
to Randolph and a danger to himself. Deep in the swamp, in this place of water moccasins, whiskey, and wild card games, these brothers become embroiled in a lethal feud with a powerful gangster. In a tale
full of raw emotion as supple as a saw blade, The Clearing is a mesmerizing journey into the trials that define men’s souls.
Li avevamo lasciati a godersi gli ultimi scampoli d’estate. Con la riapertura delle scuole i ragazzi tornano alla vita di sempre: ritrovano amici, amori, accordi e rivalità, piccole e grandi avventure, nate tra i
banchi o alle feste. Esperienze che CJ e Betta da Palermo e i cugini da Velletri si raccontano praticamente ogni giorno tramite Skype. Ci si fidanza, si litiga con il compagno di scuola con cui non si è mai
andati d'accordo, si marina la scuola per non essere interrogati in una materia ostica, ci si lascia coinvolgere in attività non propriamente da bravi ragazzi. Ma si vivono anche le delusioni di chi il proprio
amore non lo vede ricambiato, o il desiderio di trasformare un rapporto platonico in qualcosa di più ormonale. Dicembre arriva in fretta, ma CJ e sua sorella ancora non sanno di essere a una svolta. La madre
dovrà prendere un’importantissima decisione inerente il suo lavoro, che cambierà per sempre la sua vita e inevitabilmente anche quella del marito e dei figli.

From the Publisher: Bart Ehrman, author of the bestsellers Misquoting Jesus and Truth and Fiction in The Da Vinci Code, here takes readers on another engaging tour of the
early Christian church, illuminating the lives of three of Jesus' most intriguing followers: Simon Peter, Paul of Tarsus, and Mary Magdalene.
Having detailed the agonies of writing a book in his monologue Monster in a Box, Spalding Gray now gives us the monster itself: a convulsively funny, unexpectedly moving novel
about a man eternally searching for a moment of protected pleasure even as he is permanently incapable of finding it. Brewster North witnesses his mother's madness but
misses her suicide; searches frantically for enlightenment in the Poconos and zipless sex in India; suffers family ennui in Rhode Island and a nervous breakdown in Amsterdam.
In the process he emerges as a hilariously complex everyman. And as Gray narrates his hero's free fall, he confirms his own stature as one of our funniest, most eccentric, and
most engaging storytellers.
The evidence is in— millions of people are moving toward a vegetarian diet because it offers a healthful and environmentally sound alternative to the standard diet. Becoming
Vegetarian is the ultimate source for making this valuable and beneficial life change. Packed with authoritative vegetarian and vegan nutrition information from established and
savvy experts, this powerful book takes the worry out of making an important, healthy transition. Here' what's inside: Vegetarian food guide for optimal nutrition and easy meal
planning Delicious, easy recipes Helpful guidelines for those who are just starting out Cutting edge scientific information for experienced vegetarians Nutrition essentials from
infancy through our senior years Practical tips for weight control Much, much more This comprehensive update of an international bestseller is the one resource that contains
everything you need to know about becoming a vegetarian or fine-tuning a vegetarian diet. From dealing with awkward social situations to making sure you're getting all the
necessary nutrients, let Vesanto Melina and Brenda Davis give you the information you need to achieve a healthful vegetarian life with ease. Change the way you look at food
and your health forever— start following the dynamic, easy-to-implement advice in Becoming Vegetarian today.
A critical and passionate assessment comments on the shortcomings of modern urban planning, arguing that architecture has lost its way and its true function, as the celebrity
architects mold cityscapes to build their brand with no regard for the public good. Original.
To save their threatened utopian community of Iroquois, Irish, and Scots during the start of the American Revolution, Mohawk chief Joseph Brant and a group of warriors go on a
restless journey that takes them from New York to Canada, to the salons of Georgian London and the heart of the British Empire, in the latest work by a critically acclaimed
collective of Italian writers known as Wu Ming.
An examination of the Riemann Hypothesis considers the modern implications of its solution, noting its potential impact on business, science, and other fields and describing the
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million-dollar prize currently being offered to whomever can crack its code. Reprint.
Philosophy has often been criticized for privileging the abstract; this volume attempts to remedy that situation. Focusing on one of the most concrete of human concerns, food,
the editors argue for the existence of a philosophy of food. The collection provides various approaches to the subject matter, offering new readings of a number of texts--religious,
philosophical, anthropological, culinary, poetic, and economic. Included are readings ranging from Plato's Phaedo and Verses of Sen-No-Rikyu to Peter Singer's "Becoming a
Vegetarian" and Jean-François Revel's Culture and Cuisine. This reader will have particular appeal for philosophers working in social theory, feminist theory, and environmental
ethics, and for those working on alternative approaches to such traditional subject areas as epistemology, aesthetics, and metaphysics.
“A brilliant work . . . A dazzling meditation on the very nature of language itself” from the world-renowned scholar and author of The Poetry of Thought (Kirkus Reviews). In his classic work,
literary critic and scholar George Steiner tackles what he considers the Babel “problem”: Why, over the course of history, have humans developed thousands of different languages when the
social, material, and economic advantages of a single tongue are obvious? Steiner argues that different cultures’ desires for privacy and exclusivity led to each developing its own language.
Translation, he believes, is at the very heart of human communication, and thus at the heart of human nature. From our everyday perception of the world around us, to creativity and the
uninhibited imagination, to the often inexplicable poignancy of poetry, we are constantly translating—even from our native language.
A masterful novel set in 1920s Louisiana, The Missing is the story of Sam Simoneaux, a floorwalker at a New Orleans department store. When a little girl is kidnapped on Sam’s watch he is
haunted by guilt, grief, and ghosts from his own troubled past. Determined to find her, Sam sets out on a journey through a world of music and violence, where riverboats teem with drinking
and dancing, and where dark swamplands conceal those who choose to live by their own laws. With the fate of the stolen child looming, The Missing vividly depicts an America lurching away
from war, where civilization is only beginning to penetrate the hinterlands, and a man must choose between compassion and vengeance.
Durante una lezione di chimica, la vita ordinaria del sedicenne Caleb O’Neil viene stravolta: Bent Holloman, un suo compagno di corso dalla salute precaria, viene colto da un attacco
cardiaco e Caleb reagisce sentendosi male a propria volta. Prima di svenire, però, si manifestano in lui voci che non conosce e sentimenti che non gli appartengono, e al posto del suo
migliore amico Richard compare una figura dai tratti celestiali. Se Caleb all’inizio liquida tutto come una reazione dovuta allo spavento, si convince di stare impazzendo non appena insorgono
altri eventi sovrannaturali che lo spingono ad avvicinarsi a Bent. Così, da semplici compagni di scuola, i due diventano prima amici per poi esplorare una diversa sfera di emozioni che li
confonde e al contempo li fa sentire bene. Non sanno, tuttavia, che dovranno fare i conti con maledizioni, magia, angeli, demoni e con il legame più forte di tutti, quello che collega l’anima al
corpo e che ha permesso a due persone, molti anni prima, di continuare a vivere; unite dallo stesso battito.
The most trusted general chemistry text in Canada is back in a thoroughly revised 11th edition. General Chemistry: Principles and Modern Applications, is the most trusted book on the market
recognized for its superior problems, lucid writing, and precision of argument and precise and detailed and treatment of the subject. The 11th edition offers enhanced hallmark features, new
innovations and revised discussions that that respond to key market needs for detailed and modern treatment of organic chemistry, embracing the power of visual learning and conquering the
challenges of effective problem solving and assessment. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MasteringChemistry does not come packaged with this content. Students, if
interested in purchasing this title with MasteringChemistry, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more
information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MasteringChemistry, search for: 0134097327 / 9780134097329 General Chemistry: Principles and Modern Applications
Plus MasteringChemistry with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 11/e Package consists of: 0132931281 / 9780132931281 General Chemistry: Principles and Modern Applications
0133387917 / 9780133387919 Study Card for General Chemistry: Principles and Modern Applications 0133387801 / 9780133387803 MasteringChemistry with Pearson eText -- Valuepack
Access Card -- for General Chemistry: Principles and Modern Applications
In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella has one final choice to make. Should she stay mortal and strengthen her connection to the werewolves, or leave it all behind to become
a vampire? When you loved the one who was killing you, it left you no options. How could you run, how could you fight, when doing so would hurt that beloved one? If your life was all you had
to give, how could you not give it? If it was someone you truly loved? To be irrevocably in love with a vampire is both fantasy and nightmare woven into a dangerously heightened reality for
Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by her intense passion for Edward Cullen, and in another by her profound connection to werewolf Jacob Black, a tumultuous year of temptation, loss, and
strife have led her to the ultimate turning point. Her imminent choice to either join the dark but seductive world of immortals or to pursue a fully human life has become the thread from which
the fates of two tribes hangs. This astonishing, breathlessly anticipated conclusion to the Twilight Saga illuminates the secrets and mysteries of this spellbinding romantic epic. It's here! #1
bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from
the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
In the first three parts of this book an exploration of the historical role of cattle in Western civilization is given. Part four examines the human impact of the modern cattle complex and the world
beef culture. The range of environmental threats that have been created, in part, by the modern cattle complex is described in part five. Part six examines the psychology of cattle complexes
and the politics of beef eating in Western society. The author hopes that this book will contribute to moving our society beyond beef
A geneticist discusses the role of DNA in the evolution of life on Earth, explaining how an analysis of DNA reveals a complete record of the events that have shaped each species and how it
provides evidence of the validity of the theory of evolution.

"For five months, the fanatical soldier-terrorists of the Islamic State laid siege to the Kurdish-held city of Koban, in northern Syria, before finally being turned back by the men and
women of the Kurdish militias: the Peoples Protection Units (the YPG) and the Women's Protection Units (the YPJ). When an Italian cartoonist travels across Turke, Kurdish-held
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Iraq, and rebel-held Syria to document their struggle against ISIS, what he finds is anything but simple." - back cover.
Weight Loss Hypnosis: The Most Efficient Way to Lose Weight by Using Only the Power of Your Mind Did you know that hypnosis and self-hypnosis can help you lose up to 6
pounds (2.7 kilograms) in a short period of time? Yes, you've read that right! There's no more need to go on restrictive diets or go to the gym every day. Now, you can use the
power of your mind to start losing weight. When someone mentions "hypnosis" the first association of many people is mind control and someone else controlling your mind and
making you do funny things. But, in reality, hypnosis is much more than that. Hypnosis is more like a deep state of relaxation or something like that dreamy sensation you feel as
you wake up in the morning, right before you become fully aware of your surroundings. What is special about hypnosis is that in this state you are more susceptible to change,
and that is why it is very helpful for weight loss. Hypnosis is different from other methods because it addresses the cause and other contributing factors directly at the
subconscious level in the person's mind, where their memories, habits, fears, food associations, and even negative self-talk germinate. Here's what you'll discover inside this
book: - Hypnosis 101: understanding the basic of hypnosis, self-hypnosis, and how it can help you lose weight quickly and efficiently; - Guided Meditation Tips: discover all the
benefits of guided meditation for weight loss and how to make meditation your daily habit; - Developing Healthy Eating Habits: use the power of your mind and hypnosis to
develop healthy eating habits and give up junk food; - Unlock the Full Potential of Your Mind: learn how can using positive affirmations kick-start your weight loss journey. - And
much more! Are you ready to kick-start your weight loss journey that requires nothing but a little bit of will power and mindfulness? Now is the perfect time to start losing weight by
using only the power of your mind! Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy Now!
A classic must-have for all readers and writers of science fiction!Damon Knight effectively invented science fiction criticism. His reviews were not mere statements of his personal
preferences--his skillful essays analyzed the books and told why they were good or bad, to the edification of readers, the delight of good writers, and the embarrassment of bad
ones.In this unique critical study of science fiction, Mr. Knight works on the principle that science fiction is a form of literature which needs no apologies and no special
dispensations: it can and should be judged by the same high standards that apply to all literature. His incisive and knowing criticism covers the field brilliantly, from "Classics" to
"Chuckleheads."Readers will delight in his laser-sharp thoughts on favorite books, and writers will find his criqitues of the classics invaluable in improving their own craft.This
expanded Third Edition is 150,000 words, up from 120,000 in the 1967 Second Edition, and double the length of the 1956 First Edition.This new edition adds a chapter of
autobiography, articles on writing and teaching science fiction, and other fascinating essays. Even if you already have the first or second editions, you should consider getting this
edition simply for the new material, which includes: Chapter 1: Myself When Young [autobiographical]; Chap. 13: The Excluded Data [about Charles Fort]; Chap. 29: Milford and
Clarion; Chap. 30: Science and the World; Chap. 31: What Is Science Fiction, Anyway?; Chap. 32: Writing Science Fiction; a major expansion of Chapter 5, discussing John W.
Campbell, Jr.; and other additions and emendations.Table of ContentsIntroduction by Anthony BoucherAuthor's NotesMyself When YoungCriticsThe
ClassicsChuckleheadsCampbell and His DecadeCosmic Jerrybuilder: A. E. van VogtHalf-Bad WritersOne Sane Man: Robert A. HeinleinAsimov and EmpireMore
ChuckleheadsWhen I Was in Kneepants: Ray BradburyThe Vorpal Pen: Theodore SturgeonThe Excluded Data: Charles FortMicrocosmic MoskowitzAnthologiesHalf
LoavesGenius to Order: Kuttner and MooreKornbluth and the Silver LexiconThe Jagged Blade: James BlishOveralls on Parnassus: Fletcher PrattAmphibiansNew StarsCuriosabrr-r!DecadentsBritonsPitfalls and Dead EndsSymbolismMilford and ClarionScience and the WorldWhat Is Science Fiction, Anyway?Writing Science FictionWhat
nextBibliographyIndexKnight has long been a pithy and insightful commentator on science fiction, and the new material--written mostly a decade or more ago--alters that
description in neither jot nor tittle ... his book is the perfect companion to your collection of favorites.--Analog
In a new edition of the first novel by the author of Desperate Characters, first published in 1967, teacher George Mecklin finds his life turned upside down when he becomes
involved with tutoring Ernest, a teenage delinquent. Reprint.
The first rule about fight club is you don't talk about fight club. Chuck Palahniuk showed himself to be his generation’s most visionary satirist in this, his first book. Fight Club’s
estranged narrator leaves his lackluster job when he comes under the thrall of Tyler Durden, an enigmatic young man who holds secret after-hours boxing matches in the
basements of bars. There, two men fight "as long as they have to." This is a gloriously original work that exposes the darkness at the core of our modern world.
Elementary Methods of Molecular Quantum Mechanics shows the methods of molecular quantum mechanics for graduate University students of Chemistry and Physics. This
readable book teaches in detail the mathematical methods needed to do working applications in molecular quantum mechanics, as a preliminary step before using commercial
programmes doing quantum chemistry calculations. This book aims to bridge the gap between the classic Coulson’s Valence, where application of wave mechanical principles to
valence theory is presented in a fully non-mathematical way, and McWeeny’s Methods of Molecular Quantum Mechanics, where recent advances in the application of quantum
mechanical methods to molecular problems are presented at a research level in a full mathematical way. Many examples and mathematical points are given as problems at the
end of each chapter, with a hint for their solution. Solutions are then worked out in detail in the last section of each Chapter. * Uses clear and simplified examples to demonstrate
the methods of molecular quantum mechanics * Simplifies all mathematical formulae for the reader * Provides educational training in basic methodology
IDEE REGALO 2018 - LIBRI DA COLORARE PER ADULTI - UMORISMO Dettagli del prodotto: / Copertina rifinita con finish opaco Stampata solo fronte su carta bianca lucida
Perfetta per colorare con qualsiasi strumento Carta di alta qualità di 90gsm Grande formato di 215mm x 280mm Retro delle pagine nero per ridurre al minimo le sbavature
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